The moon and more, by Sarah Dessen
Colby may be just a small holiday beach town for the tourists, but for Emeline it's home. It looks like it's going to be another typical summer there with her gorgeous high-school sweetheart, Luke - until a New York film maker and her ambitious assistant Theo check in. They're obviously after a story. But when getting the locals to talk proves tricky, Theo decides they need a guide and he's got his eye on Emeline. Can Emeline decide where her loyalties, and her heart, truly lie before the summer ends?

The girl's guide to summer, by Sarah Mlynowski
Boys, best friends and a summer spent backpacking around Europe... What could possibly go wrong? Sydney Aarons is leaving her Manhattan townhouse for a summer backpacking around Europe with her best friend, Leela. It's going to be the trip of a lifetime. But... The trip gets off to a bad start when Leela's ex-boyfriend shows up on their flight out of JFK. When they touch down in London, Leela Instagrams their every move in the hope Matt will come and find them... Which he does, along with the most gorgeous guy Sydney has ever seen. Will Sydney's summer fling last the distance? And what will happen when they all head home?

The Villa Girls, by Nicky Pellegrino
The Villa Girls is the story of four young women who decide that wherever they are in the world and whatever they're doing they'll meet every few years for a holiday together somewhere sunny. Despite life taking them in very different directions, their snatched days in the sun in little hidden villas are crucial to them all. Escape, celebration, recovery - over the years the holidays change their lives. Rosie was always the odd one out - initially only invited as the others felt sorry for her, but it seems that in the end, she might be the one whose life is touched the most by her villa days. For it's there that she meets Enzo. Rosie and Enzo have a holiday romance that seems set to become something more serious until she discovers he is not entirely what he seems.

The grand genius summer of Henry Hoobler, by Lisa Shanahan
It struck Henry that perhaps he was waiting for the exact right moment to be daring and brave. The exact right moment where he felt no worry at all, not one tiny flicker. What if that moment never came? Henry Hoobler is a reluctant adventurer worried about his summer holiday: camping at the beach, bugs, spiders, snakes, stingers, blue relunctant adventurer worried about his summer holiday: camping at the beach, bugs, spiders, snakes, stingers, blue

Blue, by Lisa Glass
Surfing is sixteen-year-old Iris's world, and when the ultra-talented Zeke walks into her life, it soon becomes her passion. Over one amazing summer, as she is drawn into his sphere, she experiences love, new friendships, but also loss, with an intensity she never dreamed of. But is Zeke all he seems? What hides beneath his glamorous and mysterious past? When Iris decides to try for her own surfing success, just as her ex-boyfriend comes back into her life, she will test her talent, and her feelings for Zeke, to the limit...

The summer I turned pretty, by Jenny Han
Belly measures her life in summers. Everything good, everything magical happens between the months of June and August. Winters are simply a time to count the weeks until the next summer, a place away from the beach house, away from Susannah, and most importantly, away from Jeremiah and Conrad. They are the boys that Belly has known since her very first summer -- they have been her brother figures, her crushes, and everything in between. But one summer, one wonderful and terrible summer, the more everything changes, the more it all ends up just the way it should have been all along.

Summer boys, by Hailey Abbott
It's summer. It's hot. And it's time to hook up. Cousins Elia, Beth, and Jamie are at their family's beach house, and they're gearing up for the wildest time of their lives. Sassy Elia is majorly crushing on a cute older boy -- who just happens to be her sister's new boyfriend. Meanwhile, practical Beth is surprised when she finds herself falling for her best friend George. And shy, creative Jamie gets her heart broken when her summer love abandons her.

Sea change, by Kate Cann
Holidays aren't just lazy treats. When you're somewhere quite different, all your old assumptions about how to live can get challenged and you get shaken out of your rut. That's what happens to Chloe. She has to be one of my bravest heroines yet. Everything gets turned upside down for her. The girl she practically worships turns out to have a dark side. She no longer feels safe where she's staying. The boy she's got the hots for seems to hate her. She feels like she's losing everything. But with help from unexpected places she battles her way through ... she fights for who she is and what she wants.

Five summers, by Una LaMarche
Four best friends, five summers of camp memories. Emma, Skylar, Jo, and Maddie have all come back to camp for a weekend of tosy canoe trips to the island, midnight skinny dipping in the lake, and an epic game of capture the flag— boys versus girls. But the weekend isn't quite as sun-sashed as they'd imagined as the memories come flooding back... from the summer we were nine (when Emma was branded "Skylar's friend Emma" by the infamous Adam Loring) to our last summer together (Emma and Adam almost kissed. Jo found out Maddie's secret. Skylar did something unthinkable) ... and whether we knew it then or not, five summers of friendship began to fall apart.

Breathing under water, by Sophie Hardcastle
Ben and Grace Walker are twins. Growing up in a sleepy coastal town it was inevitable they'd surf. Always close, they hung out more than most brothers and sisters, surfing together for hours as the sun melted into the sea. At seventeen, Ben is a rising surf star, the golden son and the boy all the girls fall in love with. Beside him, Grace feels like she is a mere reflection of his light. Then, one day, the unthinkable. The sun sets at noon and suddenly everything that was safe and predictable is lost. And everything unravels.